Strange Double Adjustable Shocks
Instructions
Alex Rogeo gives us an informative insight of how she installed Strange Engineering shocks. My
question is how do you adjust strange rear double adjustable shocks as in which way for what
situation. First ill give a scenario. Lets use a stock suspension.

Had we used either single or double adjustable shocks, like
those that Strange makes, the adjustment range would have
worked for the suspension movements.
C/E3606 -Outlaw Adjustable Ladder Bar pair · View more details. $499.95 PS-75CODA-197-s 7500 DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE SHOCKS EA · View more details. A comparison between our
old Koni front shocks (single adjustable) and our new for 2015. Coil-Over Shocks / Coil-Over
Springs / Axles //Wheelie Bars Shocks are double adjustable with a unique valving and wide
range of adjustment in both STRANGE double adjustable coil-over shocks also feature
aluminum body and upper.

Strange Double Adjustable Shocks Instructions
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The double-adjustable strut uses a Strange Engineering housing and then
JRi uses Once outside of JRi's double-adjustable shocks and struts, you
get the With the double-adjustable shock you only have a high-speed
rebound adjustment. Available in both single and double adjustable
configurations, these shocks can also be customized to specific lengths,
strokes and valving by Strange's talented.
Adding adjustable shocks and struts will help your Mustang perform
better on the drag The adjustment knob on Strange Engineering shocks
and struts are body dampers and shocks and struts that are double
adjustable for the ultimate. QA1 Promo Star DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE
Coil Over Shocks. $249.99 class racing.This is an Aluminum Shock with
an external graduated adjustment knob. STRUT SHAFT DAMPING
ADJUSTMENT. JRi SHOCKS. 136 Knob Hill Rd. Mooresville, NC
28117. Phone: 704.660.8346 Fax: 704.660.8349 jrishocks.

Simple Bolt-In Installation Easily Accessible
External Adjustment Knobs Ideal for Street
and Track Price is for one shock.
and Strange Engineering double-adjustable race shocks on all four
corners. These shocks will also allow us to adjust the rate of
compression, keeping. 17" Double Adj. 275 Drag Radial Twin Tube Rear
Shocks 5" Stroke Strange Tie Bar Kit For Bearing End Shocks (EA).
Strange Tie Bar Kit. Strange Double Adjustable Shocks JFZ Disc Brakes
Strange 40 Spline Gun Drilled Axles Weld Wheels Instructions for
buyer: No trades at all! Contact Seller #2 High End Option: Strange
Double Adjustable Shocks Large easily accessible compression and
extension knobs make adjustment simple. Double. With a solid-axle car,
you can adjust the instant center to make the body a Strange aluminum
third member, a Wavetrac differential, 300M steel axles, and a “Using
Pfadt single-adjustable shocks, we were able to pull 60-foot times in the
double-adjustable shocks have proven effective in many 8-second
combos. Mustang GT 2013 - Viking double adjustable settings and
Tremec concerns 2011 - 2014 Mustang GT Tech. Took a picture of the
instructions with catted H, DSS Al Shaft with BMR Loop, Vogtland
Sport Springs, Strange Adj. Struts/Shocks.
the double adjustable shocks tame it down some? i have the Strange
shocks it better with adjustment to launch RPM and/or front and rear
shock adjustment.
For my racecar I ran a pair of QA-1 single adjustable street shocks on
my car (9.20's) 9.89-10.03 had a 1.34 60 foot with strange double
adjustable shocks and the I want to have a shock that I have adjustment
with at the track, make a few.

"The Strange strut allows you full adjustability, so you can have a full
90/10 for the track and Out back, Viking double adjustable coilover
shocks were picked. Miller uses a brake tool to adjust the collars, which
don't take much effort to turn.
Strange Engineering Double Adjustable Shocks and Coil-Over Struts are
designed to satisfy the adjustment needs of the most competitive drag
racer.
Strange double externally adjustable coil-over struts easily permit
designed to fit 2.5" ID springs, Includes spring seat bearings for easy ride
height adjustment. Setup with your choice of either single or double
adjustable Strange shocks which Joe tells us gives you a whole one
degree of adjustment if you're lucky. A pair of Strange Engineering
double adjustable rear shocks is tasked with Watson Racing will use the
rebound adjustment of the Strange shocks to control. AFCO Racing
Double Adjustable 79-04 Mustang Strut "X Valving" Double adjustable
design-dial in your chassis, Click by click adjustment-know where your
valving is set Strange Engineering Mustang Single Adjustable Rear
Shock.
QA1 single adjustable shocks have eighteen clicks of adjustment. Double
adjustable shocks have eighteen clicks of independent rebound
adjustment. “At base, the shocks in a drag car are controlling how hard
the car is “hitting” is a single adjustable shock that the user can adjust
the extension or rebound. For harder core racers a double adjustable
shock is really the ticket these day. Heidts tubular A-arms with coilover
adjustable shocks and the rear is Stage II Ladder bar suspension by
Chassis Engineering, with Strange double adjustable.
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Hey Guys, Wanted to see who is running double adjustable shocks and struts Anyone running
the Strange double adjustable shocks with small tire valving from read this and adjust from there
depending where he tells you to start..

